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                    Machines

                    Our range of commercial coffee machines to lease, rent, or buy caters for all workplaces and includes traditional espresso machines, bean to cup coffee machines and coffee vending machines.
 Our commercial coffee machines are designed by coffee experts and mostly made in Switzerland; a nation renowned for its manufacturing prowess.
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        Contact Us

          
          If you have an online sales enquiry about any of our services or products please complete the below form or alternatively you can call our sales team today.
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                             I opt in to allow rijo42 to process my data & introduce me to the Real Spirit of Coffee.  
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        All Enquiries


                03333 448042


         Head Office


        
            rijo42®

            Apache House, Lomax Way

            Logistics North

            Multiply, Bolton

            BL5 1FQ
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Excellent
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                Medical Spa UK

                Our patients love this coffee!

                We have a Rijo42 capsule machine with Tunki coffee capsules at my MedSpa. The service we receive from telephone ordering team and quality of the coffee is a very high standard.
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                Thomas Havlin

                Fantastic Service, Thanks Shaun

                We have recently opened a bar in Longton and contacted Shaun to see what Rijo could offer. Shaun gave us a number of options and assisting us in finding the machine and bean best for our business. 
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                Katherine O’Brien

                Brilliant experience from start to finish.

                Shaun went out of his way for us so we were set up in time for our event. Fully recommend to anyone ! Thank you x
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                Excellent service and installation

                Excellent service and installation. Nick talked us through every little detail.
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                Samantha Keiley

                Installation of new Rijo Machine

                Once we decided to go ahead with installing a new Rijo coffee machine, everything ran like clockwork. Paperwork filled in, engineer called to schedule installation date, machine installed. 
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                Amanda Carpenter

                The best coffee suppliers in the world

                The best coffee suppliers in the world! We have used Rijo for 4 years, customers love it and never a problem. Great team of people who can never do enough to help! Thank you Sam and Naz
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                Isabelle

                Excellent Service

                We have recently had 3 RSD Touch machines installed into our office and we are delighted! The service from start to finish has been amazing.
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                Caroline Cooke

                I’ve found my coffee supplier!

                I’ve found my coffee supplier!

So excited to be working with Rijo42, fantastic customer service, Orders come incredible quick and arrive safely. Coffee smells and tastes divine too!
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                Alex McMillan

                Great Service and Coffee!

                Unbelievable service from Rijo. Called them Monday morning and Shaun came out the same day and gave us a great demo of all the Machines. We picked one and it was installed the same week. 
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                Ashleigh H

                Great coffee !

                Great coffee, fast and responsive helpline team when assistance is needed, and a big shout out to Shaun Gibbs who is super friendly and always available to help. (And drop an emergency bag of coffee off every now and again!)
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                John Lacy

                Another great experience

                Dealing with rijo as ever has been a pleasure. From talking through our needs with Ben and Shaun, to working within our budget and timeframe the relationship and service was excellent. 
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                Catherine Taylor

                You can’t get better than that!

                I placed an order but Rijo sent the wrong product by mistake. After a quick call they rectified this issue without fuss and I received my product the very next day. 
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                Verity Robinson

                Good stuff!

                Jay was polite, helpful and knowledgeable. He had not been given all our requirements but he was able to adjust accordingly without any complaints and the install was completed successfully.
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                © rijo42 Machines Limited | Company Number 07178480
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                Rijo42 Machines Limited is an Appointed Representative of Product Partnerships Limited for regulated consumer credit activity. Product Partnerships Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FRN: 626349).
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